Dent and Defect Identifier
Reveals dents and defects in bodywork before the repair reaches the paint shop.
Like90 Panel Check™ makes it easy for repair technicians to identify
dents and defects in vehicle panels in the body shop, before the repair
reaches the paint shop. Imperfections that are not identified until after
the vehicle has left the paint booth are much more expensive to correct
and cause substantial delays delivering a refinished car back to the
customer.
Panel Check temporarily simulates the glossy finish of a clear coat
making dents, defects, and wavy bodywork much easier to see. It dwells
long enough to evaluate a repaired panel from several angles, even in hot
weather. Yet it dissipates completely without leaving any residue. Panel
Check is safe to use on all vehicle surfaces, including cured putties and
fillers. It doesn’t smell and requires no clean-up.

Directions for Use:
•

Spray on surface. Examine panel for defects.

Coverage:
Packaging:
Regulatory:

Approximately 15 to 20 panels (about 6 square feet each) per can
Part number 10061; 10 oz. aerosol; 12 aerosols per case
Contains no CFCs; VOC: Product category not regulated

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER: The information in this document is based on tests that we believe are reliable. Your results may vary due to differences in test types
and conditions. You must evaluate and determine whether the product is suitable for your intended application. Since conditions of product use are outside of our control and vary
widely, the following is made in lieu of all express and implied warranties (including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose): Except where
prohibited by law, Seller’s only obligation and your only remedy, is replacement or, at Seller’s option, refund of the original purchase price of product that is shown to have been
defective when you received it. In no case will Seller be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages (including, without limitation, lost profits,
goodwill, and business opportunity) based on breach of warranty, condition or contract, negligence, strict tort, or any other legal or equitable theory.
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